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THE OIL INDUSTRY’S CONTINUED COMMITMENT
TO OILED WILDLIFE RESPONSE

International wildlife responders meet at the 2009 Effects of Oil on Wildlife
Conference in Tallinn (http://www.eowconference09.org/). Photo by Sea Alarm
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Responders checking the wild ife
response equipment stockp 7e at the
Southampton Oil Spill Response base.
Photo by Sea Alarm.
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• Global emergency response) The Deepwater Horizon wildlife response was a large scale
operation with rehabilitation centres spread across four
states, a large amount of trained personnel and volunteers to ~... —

staff them and extensive shoreline and at-sea search and
collection of oiled animals. The wildlife response effort
mobilised by BP benefitted from the infrastructure and
experience of established wildlife response organisations in -

the United States. However an oiled wildlife incident of this .

size in a less developed country would be difficult to respond
to effectively, especially if there is no response plan already in ~

place and resources are not sufficiently available locally.
There are many areas of the world where infrastructure and

~ ea Alarm first contributed to this magazine in 2006, Integrated response arrangements for oiled wildlife response are patchy at best
~ informing readers of a newly signed contract with the Oiled wildlife response is best integrated into oil spill and non-existent at worst. There is likely to be to be a lack of

oil industry (via Oil Spill Response) which provided the response. This ensures that the proper governmental local wildlife responders who have been trained or gained
means to setup a programme for developing European and approvals for wildlife response are in place and makes it experience during a real incident.
global preparedness for oiled wildlife incidents. Sea Alarm is easier for reimbursement of response costs later on.
pleased to report that this agreement has recently been Integration is also important for building bridges between Sea Alarm has created a 24/7 response system to setup a As of December2010, 83 Country Wildlife Response Profiles
renewed for a further 5 years, showing the oil industry’s those dealing with the oil spill and those dealing with wildlife response anywhere in the world, should it be needed (marked in yellow) have been completed, available at wwwsea
ongoing commitment to playing its part. This gives Sea wildlife, for response co-ordination, information and by a government, oil company or local NGO. Close alliances alarm.org
Alarm a sound basis to continue doing what it does best: resource sharing. This concept of integration underpins Sea have been formed with the foremost response organisations
helping governments, NGOs and oil industry to provide the Alarm’s efforts to help European governments to improve throughout the world to provide an international pooi of
best possible response to an oiled wildlife incident. This their preparedness via the Regional Agreements working on response. expertise. Having a pool of several different
article will take a look at Sea Alarm’s main activities under its protection of the marine environment. HELCOM, Bonn and organisations that are located in different parts of the world Wildlife response equipment
agreement with Oil Spill Response. REMPEC have now integrated oiled wildlife response into offers a flexible setup and avoids that response capacity is Through Sea Alarm’s agreement with the oil industry, stocks

their pollution preparedness and response activities for the dependent on the availability of a single organisation. If a call of wildlife response equipment are maintained at Oil SpillNational preparedness Baltic, North and Mediterranean Sea areas. An added benefit comes in asking for international wildlife response assistance, Response bases which can be mobilised at short notice to
Since 1993, perhaps the ‘modern’ era of oil spills, there have of taking a regional view of wildlife response planning is that Sea Alarm will alert and mobilise the best available team anywhere in the world. Mobilisation of this equipment
been 19 oil spills around European waters where significant a standardised approach can be used based on best practice, depending on the circumstances of the incident and the comes to the fore in remote or less well prepared parts of the
numbers of marine animals were affected. Even so, at the which makes for better synergy when countries help each assistance needed. world and will be an important consideration when assessing
turn of the new millennium, very few European countries had other during an incident. Also, a regional forum provides a Country Wildlife Response Profiles the shortcomings in the wildlife response capability of each
begun to develop their own dedicated national strategies for platform for States to learn from each other and exchange Sea Alarm also keeps a valuable tool for responding to an region.
dealing with oiled wildlife — mostly only those which had their response models. incident in the form of Country Wildlife Response Profiles. Looking ahead
experienced a serious incident. Today, there is growing
recognition of the need to take oiled wildlife response Sea Alarm supRorts oiled wildlife response planning for the N’orth Modelled on the ITOPF Country Profiles (www.itopf.com), Since the start of Sea Alarm’s agreement with Oil Spill
seriously. Four countries now have an approved oiled wildlife Sea area at t?ie Bonn Agreement’s W~.king Group on these documents detail basic arrangements and procedures Response in 2005, there have been many encouraging
response plan in place and many others have begun formal Operational, Techhical and Scientific Questions concerni~ for oiled wildlife response in each coastal country, who are developments in the wildlife response landscape, particularly
discussions on creating a national wildlife response strategy. Counter Pollutip~ (OTSOPA), May 20-1.0. Photo by Sea larm. the relevant authorities and key actors, what is the risk from in Europe. More and more European governments are
These discussions represent the first important step in a long oil production or shipping, is there a strategy for dealing with developing national oiled wildlife response plans, guided by
and sometimes difficult multi-stakeholder process. Buy-in and oiled wildlife and what capacity is available in country? the standards set down at Regional Agreement level. A
commitment from all concerned parties (governmental Having this information in advance will save valuable time in global response system is now in place which will allow Sea
authorities, local NGOs, wildlife responders and the oil . the event of a spill. A next stage is to begin considering the Alarm and its network of oiled wildlife responders to help
industry) is crucial to getting a workable oiled wildlife — world in wildlife response regions, looking at the best way to deal with an oiled wildlife incident wherever a problem

~lI~ kt~, J deal with a spill in a particular area, especially how to bring occurs. There is still some way to go before the ultimate goalresponse plan in place. Through its involvement in many of j .

these national planning processes and its experiences with . . . in international resources and equipment for less developed, is reached: where oiled wildlife response reaches the same
responding to spills, Sea Alarm has gained a unique insight -~ remote or special regions. The Arctic is a good example of level of professionalism as oil spill response. The renewed
into the best way to develop an oiled wildlife response plan . such a region with the likely expansion of oil activities in the commitment from the oil industry gives new impetus to Sea
and successes and failures in doing so. . . ~ . coming years in a very sensitive, wildlife-rich environment. Alarm’s efforts to achieve this goal.
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